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Design expresses comprehensive elements 
such as nature, society, history, aesthetics and 
psychology. Design closer to the nature of life 
has more impact. Bravat does not specially 
pursue too many eye-catching changes but 
seek the most natural simplicity and purity.  
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Driven by global activities for energy conservation and environmental 

protection, intelligentized and people-centered new bathroom products will 

bring fashionable users a unique visual experience. 

Design &
innovation
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Design expresses comprehensive elements such as nature, 
society, history, aesthetics and psychology. Design closer to 
the nature of life has more impact. Bravat does not specially 
pursue too many eye-catching changes but seek natural 
simplicity and purity.
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B25912W-1
1900X800X560mm

B25912W-1

Black and white, the two most fundamental colors in nature, modestly 
present a tranquil and superb space. 

Black

1900X800X560mm

Creative”One Piece Integration”design,integrate 
bathtub with a leisure bar.

Squares and upright modeling, consistent in 
taste and style. Excellent proportions make 
your bathroom a daily source of enjoyment. 

bathtub 6bathtub 5

Not all colors require specific expression, nor does all space 
need exaggerating colors. We adopt black elements to match 
the rationality of our products with their artistic abstraction 
perfectly，and in concert with the host’s low-key and 
sophisticated personality, create a wonderful melody like a 
beautiful painting.



B25515W-1
1500X800X560mm

bathtub 8bathtub 7

Black
Only design can guarantee the desired 
quality of life and a more satisfied living 
style.  The design by BRAVAT CONCEPT will 
enable you a totally new formation of life.

The combination of bathtub/faucet/ceramic articles of similar style can create 
infinite change to satisfy people’s desire of pursuing varied design and 
function of the bathtub. 
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Twin

Massage
The private space of the massage spa tub helps eliminate the strains of the workday.  
Your pores soak in the negative ions and oxygen releases in the bubbling waters.  You are 
revitalized as your body’s circulation is improved and the release of toxins causing fatigue 
is accelerated.  Restart.  Refresh.

Underwater light

Specially configured with underwater light,fill your 

bathroom with colorful pleasure

Releasing ourselves from 
the pressures of the day, 
we take in the luxurious 
visual of the physical 
design.  Soaking in the 
pleasures of bathing 
together, we share the 
generous features of the 
bathing tub.  It is in these 
moments we feel the true 
joining together of us as a 
whole. 

Two-person bathtub allows no 
waste of space. Maximal 
immersion in water satisfies 
people’s demand of water and 
makes the bathroom the best 
space for family members to 
communicate with each other 
and reflect.

B25904W
1900X1200X500mm

B25904W-2
1900X1200X650mm
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B25510W-4
1500×1500×600mm

B25510W
1500X1500X470mm 
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B25809W-B+P9911C
1750×850×560mm

B25508W-B+P9905C
1500×770×570mm

B25708W-B+M604WA
1700×800×600mm

B25709W-B
1750×850×810mm



3

1

2

Innovative 155 intensive airjets



1.5 m 

1.6 m

1.7 m 

B25706W-2 

1.8 m 1.9 m

1.4 m
1.3 m 

B25809W-2 
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 B24711W-1
1670X830X580mm B24510W 

1528×750×360mm 

B24710W 
1700×800×400mm 

BRAVAT knows the needs of customers from their inner most desire, and adopts the professional concern as 
its design orientation not only in making every efforts in developing the most satisfied plumbing and
bathroom articles but also by providing customers more 
satisfied service through which BRAVAT has earned the trust of its customers.  Though it always takes a long
time for the service to penetrate the market place, the brand will become more and more valuable, and the
products of the brand will eventually be recognized by our customers.  

You need your home for thoroughly releasing 
the pressures on your body mind. 

The comfort of a living environment relates to the idea logical form of the resident,i.e. apoor living environment 
is always caused by carelessness.The visual feeling can deeply affect the psychological condition of the resident. 

Castiron bathtub
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Furniture
or, romanticism of white color, and gorgeous Baroque
h artistic appeals and incomparable new visual

Furnitur
With the mystery of black colo
style, Bravat has generated ric
experience.



M3432W
530×405×2050mm



MA016
M231N:1200×430×50mm
M3562W:1200×560×495mm





4039

MA006A
820×420×850mm

M A006A 



Black

furniture 42 furniture 41 

MA007
750×520×900mm

The drawer style bathroom cabinet with a 
large capacity is very convenient for people 
to place or take out things. Matched with a 
corresponding ceramic basin and faucet, the 
product can become a highlight in a new 
generation bathroom.

Mirror polishing plating, abstract geometric patterns, these line elements that appear 
simple display exceptional charms. Extending to the minimalist style and then returning to 
the Bohemian trend, fashion and design always wandering in the track of history. Tasteful 
fashion consumers will not give up pursuing postmodern elements in decoration.





Modern 

M227N
958×450×200mm

M227N
958×450×200mm

MA013
958×450×715mm

M224N
1500×450×200mm

MA002
1500×450×715mm

furnitur e 4 6 furnitur e 4 5 

Life becomes more tasteful with the addition of romanticism. The style of a bathroom is expressed by
different geometric shapes and colors to change the interaction between people and their living space.

The drawer style
bathroom cabinet with 
a large capacity is very
convenient for people 
to place or take out 
things. Matched with a 
corresponding ceramic 
basin and faucet, the 
product can become a 
highlight in a new
generation bathroom.

Design expresses comprehensive
elements such as nature, society,
history, aesthetics and psychology.
Design closer to the nature of life has 
more impact. Bravat does not specially 
pursue too many eye-catching
changes but seek the most natural 
simplicity and purity.





basin 71

Countertop 
semi-height design provides the benefit of a conventional sink structure 
while eliminating the disadvantages of larger sized conventional basin.  The 
new preferred choice for designers.  

The terse lines cause graceful and tasteful visual sense, and form the perfect 
and representative works of the modern principle of simplification.

C22144W
600x350x120mm

C22143W
550x345x150mm

basin 72



C22108W-8
580X420X155mm  

C2295W-1
510X405X155mm  

C22108W-1 
580X420X155mm   

basin 73 

BRAVAT CONCEPT is formed by adding humanism and modernism into a fashion 
which represents a young culture and defines BRAVAT Products through a 
diversified design style to guide its users into a world of boundless imagination. 

basin 74 

Semi Recess 
Design expresses comprehensive elements such as nature, society, history, aesthetics 
and psychology. Design closer to the nature of life has more impact. Bravat does not 
specially pursue too many eye-catching changes but seek the most natural simplicity 
and purity. 

C22149W-1
580X420X170mm  



C22110W
460×460×150mm
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C22143W
550x345x150mm

basin 78

C2284W
615X375X150mm 

C2251W-1
600×450×160mm

Design expresses comprehensive elements such as nature, society, history, aesthetics and psychology. Design 
closer to the nature of life has more impact. Bravat does not specially pursue too many eye-catching changes 
but seek the most natural simplicity and purity.

Rectangular counter top

The exquisite and ingenious 
appearance of dynamic 
impression, the boundless and 
unique design without start 
and end and the tasteful and 
concise design style all 
violently stimulate the sense of 
the user to generate the 
inexhaustible creation in 
art-work which evokes the 
admiration and appreciation 
of user.  Characterized 
professional-design definitely 
represents the exquisite skill of 
craftsmanship and design 
spirit of BRAVAT.

C2293W
465×365×130mm

C22137W-1
595×450×145mm



basin 79

C22143W
550x345x150mm

C2251W-1
600×450×160mm

Arc basin
After so many years of hard work we are still trying to seek plans for warming our life.  Actually the proper 
plans are hidden in our heart.  Then, why don’t we just do it if we like it. 

C22142W
750X450X250mm 

C2273W-1
820X420X185mm 

Based on a broad and deep historical and cultural heritage, BRAVAT redefines 
inventive modeling.  The best in surface finishing and perfected proportional 
dimensioning has altered the definition for an aesthetically pleasing and 
technically sound design.

basin 80
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Rectangular countertop
People in the modern age seek their own quiet and peaceful corner in a city filled with the rush, noise 
and stresses of daily life. We create to help meet your expectations.

Simple architectural style, simple product design, simple life and leisurely pace are often what we truly 
pursue, as their charms are irresistible.

C2244W-1
710X480X140mm

C2271W-1
580X460X150mm 

C2271W
580X460X150mm 

C2296W-1
 470X465X155mm

C2271W-1
580X460X150mm 



Column bowl basin 
After so many years of hard work we are still trying to seek plans for warming our life.  Actually the proper 
plans are hidden in our heart.  Then, why don’t we just do it if we like it.  

C22115XW 
435X435X150mm 

C22135W 
400X400X155mm 

basin 83 basin 84 



Circle 
Design expresses comprehensive elements such as nature, 
society, history, aesthetics and psychology. Design closer to 
the nature of life has more impact. Bravat does not specially 
pursue too many eye-catching changes but seek the most 
natural simplicity and purity. 

C2220W
430X430X165mm

C2289W
430X430X150mm   

basin 85 basin 86 

C22146W
500X500X150mm 
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Faucet
Geometric shapes, precise cutting lines, colors and proportional matching. 
Professional players of home decoration have higher and higher demands 
on the decoration of their bathrooms. Faucet, one of the most important 
elements in home decoration, has appeared in changing new shapes, 
undermining past concepts.



faucet 89

The long sexy shape and the water outlet slightly 
raised upward allow users the best angle for 
water outlet while striking a perfect balance 
between the outlet direction and the terse lines 
of the faucet. 

Flat

faucet 90

F11379C





SWAROVSKI
Crystal The scintillating soul of design, an infinite source of in spiration, precision 

cut crystal elements have become an essential ingredient of luxury, 
mutually beneficial collaboration with great idea.

faucet 93 faucet 94

Create a charming living 
environment and give ourselves a 
tasteful life.

F32680C

F12680C



The scintillating soul of design, an infinite source of in spiration, precision cut 
crystal elements have become an essential ingredient of luxury, mutually 
beneficial collaboration with great idea.

Crystal 

faucet 95

Let the perfected design and 
craftsmanship speak for itself.  It is 
pleasant to both the mind and eye 
with the noble lines you expect 
from top grade bathroom 
equipment. 

faucet 96

F21180C

F61080C-01

FB82980C
F51180C



Arc

Black
Not all colors require specific expression, nor does all 
space need exaggerating colors. We adopt black 
elements to match the rationality of our products with 
their artistic abstraction perfectly，and in concert with 
the host’s low-key and sophisticated personality, create 
a wonderful melody like a beautiful painting.

Life becomes more tasteful with the addition of 
romanticism. The style of a bathroom is 
expressed by different geometric shapes and 
colors to change the interaction between 
people and their living space. ARC has become a 
pioneer of fashion in our time

Black and white, the most fundamental 
primitive colors in nature, modestly present 
a tranquil and superb space.

F86061K-B

 F66061K-01

faucet 97

F96061K-01

D224K

faucet 98

F96061K-01

F16061K F16061K-A



F66061C-C

The arc design of the 3rd generation provides 
innovative new arrangments that are truly on 
the cutting edge for home products.

Attractive modeling and 
proportions in design make 
this an important article in 
decoration. Easy installation 
and convenient in use. 

faucet 100

F66061K-C

Arc
The new generation of design style of ARC 
emphasizes the essence of nature by adapting 
simple lines.  The terse lines cause graceful and 
tasteful visual sense, and form the perfect and 
representative works of the modern principle of 
simplification.

faucet 99

F6F660606161C-C-CC



The new generation of design style 
of ARC emphasizes the essence of 
nature by adapting simple lines.  The 
terse lines cause graceful and tasteful 
visual sense, and form the perfect 
and representative works of the 
modern principle of simplification.

F36061C

Arc Consummate craftsmanship building from experience in daily life 
results in human engineering technology.  A unique line of 
product represents the enthusiasm of BRAVAT’s life.

F16061C-A

faucet 102faucet 101

F16061CD637C



Arc

faucet 104faucet 103

P7766C-1

F26018C

D221C

FB86061C-3

F86061C-B

F56018C

FS116C

The new generation of design style of ARC 
emphasizes the essence of nature by adapting 
simple lines.  The terse lines cause graceful and 
tasteful visual sense, and form the perfect and 
representative works of the modern principle 
of simplification.

Life becomes more tasteful with the addition of 
romanticism. The style of a bathroom is expressed 
by different geometric shapes and colors to 
change the interaction between people and their 
living space. ARC has become a pioneer of fashion 
in our time

D224C

F96061C-01

F66061C-01A

F66061C-01

F96061C-01

D213C

D213C



The beauty of simplicity and quality of product supersede the luxury of artificial decoration, and 
more smoothly expresses the concern of the user about culture and human nature. 

The new generation of design style of ARC 
emphasizes the essence of nature by adapting 
simple lines.  The terse lines cause graceful and 
tasteful visual sense, and form the perfect and 
representative works of the modern principle of 
simplification

faucet 106

Linearity
The ultimate in craftsmanship leads you to experience 
and further appreciate top grade bathroom equipment. 

faucet 105





Diamond
Widespread  lavatory faucet

Design expresses comprehensive elements such as nature, society, history, aesthetics and 
psychology. Design closer to the nature of life has more impact. Bravat does not specially pursue too 
many eye-catching changes but seek the most natural simplicity and purity.

faucet 109

Clean cut
Driven by global activities for energy conservation and 
environmental protection, intelligentized and people-centered 
new bathroom products can bring fashionable users a unique 
visual experience. 

faucet

F22969C-2

F22969C-3

110



Diamond

faucet

Flat surface with Edges and Ridges —a truly exquisite 
model commands your attention.  A fine front end water 
aerator combines the best in form and function.

FB62969C-1

F92969C-01

F82969C-3 F82969C-2

faucet 112

F5F5529296969C-C-33 FFFFFFFFFBBBBBBBB62626262626629696969696969669 9C9C9C9C9C9C9C9CC-1-1-1-1-1-1-111

FSSF 111111113C3C3C3C33

FS117C

FB62969C

FS105C

111

FB82969C-D FB82969C-F





faucet 116Faucet 115

Living
90  from cold to hot structure

Geometric shapes, precise cutting lines, colors and proportional matching. 
Professional players of home decoration have higher and higher demands on 
the decoration of their bathrooms. Faucet, one of the most important 
elements in home decoration, has appeared in changing new shapes, 
undermining the past concept.

F61051C-B

F91251C-01 F61051C-01

F11051C F71051C



Living

Circle

Create a charismatic living environment and 
give ourselves a tasteful life.

Design expresses comprehensive elements 
such as nature, society, history, aesthetics and 
psychology. Design closer to the nature of life 
has more impact. Bravat does not specially 
pursue too many eye-catching changes but 
seek the most natural simplicity and purity.

F11212C

F11251C

P7766C-1

FB85151C-3

FS103C

D220C

F75051C-A F35051CF15051C

P7768C P7773C

FB85251C

FB85151C-2

FS103C

FB85151C-3 FB85251C-2

FB85151C

faucet 117

F81212C

118faucet



From the very original creation designers 
bestow a new life to traditional products to 
make every part of the design the unique 
works of art. 

F32650C

From the very original creation designers 
bestow a new life to traditional products to 
make every part of the design the unique 

F32650C

Cross
Industrial design is a way to communicate with 
the user, and a way to express a new outlook on 
value of the design itself. 

faucet 119 faucet 120

F52650C

F2F2F2F2226266626662 5050505050505 CCCCCC

F1F1F1F111F 2622626265050500000CCCCCCCC



faucet 121

BRAVAT CONCEPT is formed by adding humanism and modernism into a fashion which represents a young 
culture and defines BRAVAT Products through a diversified design style to guide its users into a world of 
boundless imagination. 

Cross

BRAVAT CONCEPT 
always represents the 
design style of delicacy, 
eternal and terseness 
which has been 
popularly followed by 
the interior design 
engineers in the world 
in the past, and 
provided the 
inexhaustible and 
admirable design work 
that as perfectly defined 
the limitless enthusiasm 
and experience of 
people’s living and life.

BRAVAT provides a new life experience, shows a delicate living quality, and 
presents enjoyable delights of life.  Every detail has become a focal point.

faucet 122

P7773C

FB82650C-D

FB82650C-D

F82650C-A

FB82650C-F

F91050C-01

F61050C-01

FS103C
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perfect
The perfected design of the 3rd generation provides 
innovative new arrangements that are truly on the cutting 
edge for home products.

If you are challenged to find the incomparable collection of bathroom 
fixtures you have been dreaming of and been disappointed to date, 
VOIS can provide the solution you have been seeking.

F61018C-C

F81018C F11018C-1

F22018C F91018C-01

D225C



Perfect
The perfected design of the 3rd generation provides 
innovative new arrangements that are truly on the cutting 
edge for home products. 

Theromostate
The receiver of sense organ completely opens for 
being baptized by the intelligence of design and 
for enjoying it to our heart’s content as if the 
culture interlace between time and space.

FB84062C

FB84062C

2-way Wall-mout Themostatic Transfer Valve

Operation

Flow from Showerhead
Flow from Hand Shower

F91018C-01

F61018C-01

faucet 125

FB84062C

F64062C-01

F9F9F9F99F999940404040404040044 6262626262626262C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C 010101010101011faucet 126



The comfortableness of a living environment relates to the idea logical from of the resident.i.e. 
poor living environment is always caused by carelessness. The visual feeling can deeply  affect 
 the psychological condition of the resident. 

From the very original creation 
designers bestow a new life to traditional 
products to make every part of the design
the unique works of art 

Classic 
Design

faucet 127

BRAVAT CONCEPT always represents the design style of delicacy, 
eternal and terseness which has been popularly followed by the 
interior design engineers in the world in the past, and provided the 
inexhaustible and admirable design work that as perfectly defined 
the limitless enthusiasm and experience of people’s living and life.

F60915C-E

From the very original creation 
designers bestow a new life to traditional 
products to make every part of the design
the unique works of art 

F51177C F21177C

faucet 128
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F92754C-01

F62754C-01
















































































